
PBP89515-BK
48” Table Top

PBP89360-P18
Foot Pedal

PBP89531
Leg levelers, 
Set of 4

PBP00101
Cross Bar with 
6 Hooks

PBP00103
Acrylic Drawer

PBP00100
Power 
Outlet

PBP89564
Lift Motor

PBP89369
Grooming Arm 

Knob

POWER BOX
PBPFB002 

Fuse & Housing
PBP00105 

Power Cord
PBP89366 

Control Box

PBP89742
Grooming Loop

PBP89115
Full 

Overhead 
Grooming 
Assembly

Or 
PBP89112
Overhead 
Grooming 

Arm

PBP89360 Replacement Parts

PBPFB002 PBP00105 PBP89366



PBP89360 Replacement Parts
Always make sure table is plugged in and switch on “Schneider box” is on before 
diagnosing any issues.

July of 2018 is when all tables should have gone out of Ryan’s with the “Schneider 
Box” installed. Anything before that will most likely be a “Rocker Switch” and need 
a “Schneider Box” sent out for free to that customer.  Best to get a picture from 
them to make sure they don’t already have the “Schneider box installed

Main difference between a “Rocker Switch” and “Schneider Box”. 
The “Schneider Box” will have a switch with a clear plastic window over it.

If Table does not go up or down
• Have customer check power cord with a known good cord. Usually a TV or a 

Desktop computer will use the same power cord. Or an alternate Paw Brothers 
cord. If it works with a known good cord send (Power Cord) PBP00105. (If no 
known good cord, see next step)

• If table still does not work send (Control Box) PBP89366 and (Power Cord) 
PBP00105

• If table still does not work send (Foot Pedal) PBP89360-P18
• If tables still does not work send (Motor) PBP89564
• If table still does not work send (Schneider Box/ Fuse and Housing) 

PBPFB002

If table goes up or down on its own (Has power)
• Send (Foot Pedal) PBP89360-P18 or (Hand Control) PBP00102 (depends on 

year table was bought) or (Foot Pedal) PBP89550

If grooming arm does not stay secure
• Send (Grooming Arm Knob, triangle) PBP89369 and a (Rethreading tool) 
 TBL-TAP
• PBP89112 is also a replacement arm option


